datango | PARIS AG is „CV Magazin 2017’s Most Innovative Tech Firm – Germany“

Awarded: datango | PARIS AG receives 3rd award in a row
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Kaarst, October 26th 2017 – PARIS AG is one of the most innovative technology providers in Germany. This is confirmed by the latest award: "CV Magazin
2017's Most Innovative Tech Firm - Germany". This award is the third honour
the company has already received this year, in addition to awards from the
Initiative Mittelstand (SME) in this year's "INNOVATIONSPREIS - IT 2017" and
the selection in the exclusive Fast Growth Icons Circle and the award of the
"Fast Growth Icon 2017".
The "Tech of the Year Award" is given by CV magazine. Every year, the jury selects
the most innovative and engaged companies with high growth potential in the industry. The evaluation criteria include technological innovation, first-class customer service and advanced products and services. PARIS AG met all the requirements of
the competition and was able to convince its competitors.
Process automation and cognitive enablement are requested
Sebastian Grodzietzki, Chief Growth Officer of PARIS AG, explains: "We are delighted to receive this innovation award. We owe this additional award as an innovation leader in particular to the further development of our Bot-Suite, as well as the
recent enhancements of the datango performance suite."
As a provider of process optimization solutions, PARIS AG supports companies on
the transition to digital transformation. PARIS offers leading technologies for process
navigation, automation, documentation and e-learning. The "datango performance
suite" (dps) - an e-learning and EPS system - is an efficient authoring tool for digital
training.
Bots are coming
In addition, PARIS has developed a bot suite that supports business and everyday
routines. In the near future, bots will be valuable assistants to people both in their
private matters and in their daily jobs. PARIS AG meets this demand and will shortly
be launching the Joe Bot on the market. It can be operated by natural language and
supports the employees in real time.
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datango | PARIS at a glance:
datango is a division of PARIS AG - Process Automation Robotics Intelligence Systems and provides leading technologies for process navigation, automation, documentation and
elearning. Among other things, datango solutions support organizations through targeted
qualification of employees during rapid rollouts, and smooth operation of enterprise applications. The software solutions provide a navigation aid in the live system, and facilitate the
automatic generation and translation of process documentation, training manuals, software
simulations, and real-world e-learning environments. Functionalities as featured in the “datango performance suite” are an integral component of business applications in many companies all around the world. As a result, datango helps reduce input errors, and supportt
costs and thus increases user acceptance of business applications in companies across various industries and sizes.
www.datango.com | www.paris-ag.com
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Further information:
datango – a division of
PARIS AG
Daimlerstraße 8a
41564 Kaarst
Contact:
Christina Misch
-Marketing ManagerTel.:+49 (0)2131-762010
E-Mail: c.misch@datango.com |
c.misch@paris-ag.com
www.datango.com | www.paris-ag.com
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Contact:
Sebastian Grodzietzki
-Chief Growth OfficerTel.: +49 (0)2131-762010
E-Mail: s.grodzietzki@paris-ag.com |
s.grodzietzki@datango.com
www.paris-ag.com | www.datango.com
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